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Abrtrrct

The partly frlled skutterudites R-QFeaSbl2 GE = La,--Pr,

tl{ Eu, a.ui Yb) were investigated at 4.2 K by 57Fe

Mdssbauer speotloscopy in extemal fiekls up to 13.5 T. In

acoordance with the filling factor detcrmined by X'ray

investigations two Fe sites were identihed, favoring a
statistical distribution of voids a.nd RE atoms on the 2a lattice
positions. For all investigated compotmds the values of the

induced hyperfrne fields are muoh too small to explain
directly the large effective moments deduced on the Fe sites

from susoeptibility measurements at high temperatures.

Introduction

Investigations of the ground state Prop€rties of ternary,
partly filled skutlerudites RExFe4Sbr2 are of signifrcant impor-
tance to exploit their high thermoelectric potential for future
applioations. The RE atoms are situated in oversized cages
and influence by alharmonio vibrations the thermal
conductivity I l, 2]. Changes of the number of voids in the RE
sublattioe offer thus the possibility to tailor the thermoelectnc
figure of merit.

In spite of the large amount of theoretical and
experimental investigations performed on these compounds,
precise knowledge about the magnetic moment on the Fe
atoms is still missing [e.g. I and references herein]. To obtain
exoerimental evidence of these moments and in addition a
more detailed knowledge about the magn€tio grormd state, we
started with high field M6ssbauer measurements on
compormds with RE = La, Pr, Nd, Eu, and Yb.

LaFeaSbp is noomagnetic, at least down to 2 K with t+n
= 3.0 Fe/fu derived from susoeptibility measuements at
highor temperatures [3]. Because the La'- atoms posses no
magnetic moment, the measured one has to b€ attributed to th€

@eaSb12)-polyanion. !.fi = 2.4 pslfu was obtained for
CeFerSbrz [3]. The explaaatiom for the magnetic behaviour
are, as discussed by [], still oontroversial. The Pr compound
orders magnetioally around 5 K with prezumably some kind
of antiferromagnetio spin alignment on the Pr ions and an
effeotive moment of 2.7 ps on the (FeaSblr) building blocks,
if a moment acoording to Pf is assumed. As grormd state for

the Pr atoms the triplet f5 was deduoed [3 - 5]. The Nd arrd Eu
compounds order magnetically at 13 K and appr. 84 K, with

Fen = 4.5 and 8.4 pg, respectively [3]. An intermediate
valence state is present in the Yb sample, for ttrich p.6 = 4.49
g6/tu was deduced [6].

From band structwe calculations carried out on LaFea
Sb12 a double peak struchue of the 3d-DOS in the proximity

of the Fermi energl was obtained, from which the presence of

a moment on the Fe atoms was concluded [7].
Results of Mossbauer investigations revealed, however,

zero moment on the (FeaSbl)-polyanion for the Ce

sL:utterudite [E], and from experiments in extemal frelds at 4.2

K followed either zero (for the Yb [6]) or very small induced

hyperhne fields (81$ (for the Pr oompounds [5]).
Thus generally large p"6 values obtained ftom Curie-

Weiss analysis, theoretical hints for Fe-moments, and

contradiatory srnall Bina at low temperatures motivated the
pr€sent studv.

Experimental

Samples were prcpared by aro melting lmder argon

atnosphere using minimal eleotrical ourrent to take into

oonsideration the high vapor pressrue of RE and Sb. After

remelting for several times the ingots were sealed under

vacuum in silica capsules, heated with 50"C/h to 700'C and

kept there for 150 h followed by quenohing in water. Details

were described in [9].
The RE filling faotor was determinat€d from X-my

powder diffraction data, obtained with a Huber-Guinier

camera and Cu Kcrr radiation, by using the program package

FULLPROF.
Mdssbauer measurements were oaried out in tarsmission

geometry at 4.2 K. Extemal fields (B) up to 13.5 T (accuracy

t 0.01 T, homogeneity over a cylinder with 2 mm height and

15 mm diameter 0.170) were produced by superoonducting

coils and oonholled wittr a Hall probe. The freld direction was

always parallel to the y-ray dLection. The "CoRh so*o"
(relative to which all centre sffi (C,5) values are given) was

situated in a field-compensated region Qess thau 0.1 T). Then

temperatue vari€s in the cowse of tle measwements betwgen

5 and 25 K. Al additional counter was mounted above the

Mdssbauer drive to allow simultaneous calibration

mgasurements.
The spectra were analysed by solving the firll

Hamiltonian taking into account both electrostatic and
magnotio hyperfine interactions. Sample thickness was
oonsidered using the approximation given by I I 0] .

Results and discussion

The partly filled skutterudites RQFeaSbl2 belong to the

space group Im5[e-g- I and ref. therein]. In this struoture



type the RE atoms ocoupy tle 2c, the Fe atoms the 8c and the
Sb atoms the 24g positions. From X-ray investigations both
the Fe and the Sb sublattice are fotmd to be firlly occupied,
whereas a considerable amount of vacancies was found to be
present in the RE - sublattice (x = 0.80, 0.73,0.72, and 0.8E
for La, Pr, Nd, and Eu, respectively). Only for Yb the RE
zublattioe appears to be fully oocupied [6]. Thus Fe may be
surrormded by either two, one ore zero RE atoms assuming a
statistioal distribution in the nearest neighbow shell. These
different surrormdings can inlluenoe the hyperfine parameters
leading to the aslirnmetry in tle reoorded spectru at zero field
(examples for the Pr and Eu compotmds are shown in Figs. I
and 2. The third subspectnrm in the spectra of the Eu sample,
indicated by the dotted line, has to be attributed to an Fe
containing impurity phase, whioh orders magnetioally arotmd
25 K [9D. For tlrcse spectra the analyses were only possible
with a superposition of at least two subspectra Qine widths
always in the order of 0.22 nol,/s) with different CS and
quadrupole splitting QS (= eQVJ4). 

"lhe relative intensities of
these subspectra are in fair agreement with the void
concenbation determined by the X-ray investigations. Thus
the speotrum with the higher intensity (Figs. l, 2) may be
allocat€d to Fe with two srurotmding RE atoms and the other
to Fe with ona or two vacancies in the neighbourhood. This
favorus thus for the Fe skutterudites a statistioal distribution
of voids arrd RE atoms on the 2a sites. Although fomd in all
investigated compounds, this behavioru does nqt seem to be
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Figure l: 57Fe Mossbauer specha of Euo.aderSbrz reoorded at

4.2 K in various fields.

general for all partly hlled skutterudites since a solid solution
of a completely hlled Fe compormd in a practically empty Co

comDormd was assumed to be realized in Ce*Fea'Co.Sb12 [8,
ll]. The spectra recorded in external fields weie analysed
with the restriction that the paranreters for relative intensities
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Figure 2: 57Fe Mossbauer spectra of ProzFcasbr2 recor-
ded at 4.2 K in various fields.

of the subspeotra, CS, and QS, remain oonstant and only the
measured hyperlne field (86) changes due to the presenoe of
the extemal freld. Changes of the line width up to l0% were
allowed @igs. l, 2). Above 4 T the measured specta are fully
polarised (the intensity ofthe Azr = 0 transitions vanishes).

The obtained pJ values for the various RE oompormds
scatter around 0.25 mm/s @ig. 3) and are different for the two
Fe sites. For Fe surrounded completely by RE atoms the sign
of the quadrupole splitting was iu all aaalyses positive.
Concerning the sign of p,9 obtained for Fe with voids in the
RE shell no clear cut decision is possible from the present
experiments. Analyses with both positive and negative sign
lead to pracdcally the same 7 

' values and for extemal frelds
around 4 T, where comparabel exchange energies of magnetio
and elechostatic exchange interaction can be expecte4 always
some small deviations between fit and measwement remained
(Figs. l, 2). In comparing all collected results, espeoially the
ones for which spectm at different tempcratues were
reoorded, a positive sign seems to be more reirsonable.
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Interesting to note that for both Fe sites the 2S values for the
Eu2* skutierudite (e.g. tt 4.2 K: 0.170 and 0.lEO mm,/s for Fe
oompletely and partly surrormded by Eu atorns, respectively,
Fig. 3) are approximately 35% smaller than those for the RE'-

magnetic measuements the Pr and the Nd compounds are
magnetically ordered at the measuring temperatue (odering

tcr4)eratures 5 K [4] and 13 K [3], respectively) whereas no
magnetic order is observed in the La and Yb samples [3, 6].
An exception from this behaviour is present for the Eu
comporm4 which is ferromagnetioally ordered" up to appr' 84
K [3, 91. For this compormd the hyperfine fields for both Fe
envimnments are negative, as one would expect for a
ferromagnetically ordered compormd (Fig. 4).

From B;,'a = 86 - B" the induoed hyperfine ltelds were
calculated. For Fe atoms with voids in the F€ shell B;"a exibit
some tendency towards a satuxation at high applied helds,
whereas for Fe completely surrormded by RX atoms 866
scatters arorurd zero (Fig. 5). Both contributions are, however,
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Figure 4: Dependence of the measured hyperfine fielcls 811
on the extemal field .8" at 4.2 K. Fe oompletely (A) and
partly ( I ) surromded by RE atoms.

too small to explain directly the laxge effective moment
assigned to the @eaSblr) building blocks from the bulk
magnetio measurements at higher temperatures. These results
contradict the simple picture based on charge oounting

TqyTl" 
that thesemoments arc 

*e 
to the unpaired spin of

Fe" in low spin configuration [3]. They stongly point to the
necessi$ of a subdivision into a core and a valence
contribution by proper band structule calculations. The
opposite sign of these contributions allows a comp€nsation
which may explain the small values-of 8;,,6. Only the core-
field reflects the spin density at the "Fe nucleus and is thus
direotly propodional to the Fe moment. This cornpensation
must, however, be present in all samples, irrespective of their
magnetic ground state. High field Mossbauer investigations at
elevated temperatures are currently in progress to gain
additional information.
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Figure 3: Cenhe shift C,S (relative to 5toRh at temperahres
betwe€n 5 and 20 K, full symbols) and quadrupole splitting
(open symbols) derived at 4.2 K for RE"Fe1aSb12. Fe
completely (A) and pardy (r) stmounded by RE atoms.
The lines are guides for the eyes. C,9 (V) and p,9 (V) after

[8], values adapted for the present experimental conditions.

compounds (e.g. Pr63FeaSb12 at 4.2 K: 0.245 arld 0.270 mm/s
for Fe completely and partly surrounded by Pr atoms,
respectively, Fig. 3). This reflects the changes in tle lattice
constants (e.g. 9.1357 A for the Pr and 9.1631 A for the Eu
conrpound [9]) and is in accordance with investigatioru of the
temperatue dependence of 0J in Euo saFeaSbl, I I 2].

Starting with Lao soFerSbrz the derived C,S values for Fe
aompletely sunounded by RE ato^ms deorease for the Pr and
Nd compound (Fig. 3), The Eu'- state does not lead to a
signifioant chalge in C,9 For the Yb sample an increase to
0.250 mm/s is obtained. This compound is found to be
completely hlled, thus only on€ spectnrm rernains ia the
analysis. The revers behaviour is formd for Fe with voids in
the RE slrcll. For this sites C,l increases from La to Eu (Fig.
3). In performing the proper correction for the souroe
temperatwe the values are in good agreement with the ones
reported for the Ce compound [8], and indicate a rather
similar s electron density at the Fe nucleus excluding the
presence of a Fe2* state.

The values of the measrued hyperfine fields for the
subspeotrum allocated to Fe with two RE atoms in the
neighbour shell either coincide with the one of 8" or were
slightly larger (Fig. 4). Sigdficart deviations from the value
of Bu were only obtained for Fe atoms with voids in the RE
neighbour shell. It should be mentioned that aocording to bulk
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Figure 5: Field dependence of the induoed hyperhne fields
8;o6 at 4.2 K for the investigated skutterudites REFeaSbl2. Fe
completely (A) and partly (l) sunounded by RE atoms.
The lines are guides for the eyes.

Conclusions

Two Fe sites were identified, favoring a statistioal
distribution of voids and RE atoms on the 2a lattice positions.
The relative intensities of these subspeotra are in good
acoordance with the filling factor determined by X-my
investigations.

The quadrupole splitting reflects the changes of the lattice
constant with varying RX atom

The isomer shift data indioate a rattrer similar s eleotron
deosity at the Fe nucleus and exclu& the presence of a Fe2'
$arc.

The values of the induced hyperfine fields are much too
small to explain directly the large effective moments deduced
on the Fe sites ftom susceptibility measurements at high
temperatures. Band structure calculations, curently rmder
progress, are necesssary to decide if a compensation of oore
and valence contribution of the induced hvperhne field on the
JtFe nucleus is able to account for tlitis di."."pun"v.
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